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 Nexgen are the UK exclusive agents for 
Ademsan Machinery 

Our company, Ademsan Machinery, is one of the leading 
suppliers of Building Maintenance Units (BMU), light 
construction machinery and equipment. Our production 
and support services departments are based in Istanbul, 
Turkey.

Together with 20 distributors in Turkey and 15 overseas 
(Europe, Asia & MENA regions), we manufacture our 
products primarily for the construction industry.  

Our carefully selected workforce has decades of combined 
experience to bring project design, manufacturing, 
installation, maintenance, and technical support services 
for Building Maintenance Units, Special Design Platforms 
and Rebar Cutting and Rebar Bending Machines.  

Both standard and custom-designed platforms are 
manufactured.

Our products undergo rigorous quality checks at all stages 
of production.

Production Areas
Building Maintenance Units

Façade Cleaning Machines

Electrical Suspended Scaffolding

Special Design/ Custom-Made

Rebar Cutting Machines

Rebar Bending Machines

Resistance Bending Machines
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AS 350 AS 750 AS 1000

It can be used for façade cleaning, painting, coating, 
plastering, maintenance and repair etc.

Practical installation, portability and modular structure of 
the suspended scaffolding system provide saving from 
time and manpower.

Working platforms are modular and divisible to 1 to 4 
meters so they can be used both in narrow and wide sides 
of the building.

Vertical movement speed is 7m / min.

Hoist Traction Mechanism provides an endless working 
range.

Electromagnetic brakes and block stop mechanisms which 
will be automatically put in charge in case of wire rope 
break off and electromagnetic brakes used in self braking 

gear boxes will support safety systems.

Double safety suspension lines are available in case of 
necessity.

Platform can be moved down manually in case of power 
cut.

Our products are under a 2 years guarantee against 
manufacturing and montage faulties.

Our products are manufactured under European EN1808 
rules and norms and have CE certificates.

On demand we manufacture specific designed 
suspended scaffoldings for specific buildings.

Electrical Suspended Scaffolding 
System
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